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Road Map

╸ Motivation and goal / Why?
╸ Data / What?
╸ Visualization / How?
╸ Demo
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7000 +
Languages spoken globally today

79 th
Canada’s linguistic diversity rank

14.5%
Rise in non-English/non-French speakers in Canada (2016)



“Have you ever wondered 
to what extent your 
language is spoken in 
different neighborhoods in 
Metro Vancouver?
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Goal

To create a visualization that allows 
the users to explore the diverse 
linguistic landscape of Metro 
Vancouver. 
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What?
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What?
• GeoJSON format, 3450 tuples & 230 attributes.

• Each tuple represents a single dissemination area.

╸ Dissemination Area (DA): Smallest standard 
geographic area for which all census data are 
disseminated.
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Data View
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Dissemination Area Total # of lang speakers lang1,    lang2.. Shape coordinates



Categorical Attributes

Name Description Cardinality Sample value

TYPE Constant value field indicating DA 1 ‘DA’

REGION NAME
The name of the neighborhood 
the DA is in 25 ‘Richmond’

GEOMETRY Polygon geometry of the DA 3450
POLYGON ((-

123.28147116478 
49.36803241352), ...)
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Quantitative Attributes

Name Description Min Max Median

HOUSEHOLDS The number of families in the DA. 0 4923 213

DWELLINGS
The number of dwelling units in the 
DA 0 5631 219

POPULATION The total number of people in the DA 0 8778 586

SHAPE AREA Area of the DA in sq. km 0.002 846.8 0.1

V_CA16_1367
The number of speakers of language 
1367 (French) 0 85 0
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How?
╸ Which neighbourhood is most diverse linguistically?

╶ Measure diversity: Language Diversity Index (Greenberg, 
1956)

𝐿𝐷𝐼 = 1 − '
!
(𝑝!)"

╶ LDI = 0: everyone speaks the same language
╶ LDI = 1: no two individuals share a language

╸ Choropleth map
╶ Familiar to most people
╶ LDI is colour-coded
╶ Limitations

╶ Some DAs are small

11https://www.dshkol.com/2017/language-diversity-in-canada/



How?
╸ What languages are spoken in a neighbourhood? How many 

speakers does each language have?
╸ Collapsible tree

╶ Aggregation based on language relatedness
╶ Number of speakers

coded by the size of nodes
and links

╶ Numbers are log-transformed
to fit the screen

╶ Limitations:
╶ Log scale compresses

actual difference
╶ Hard to compare across

families 12



How?
╸ How different languages are distributed geographically?
╸ Dot density map

╶ A dot represent a single speaker of
a language

╶ Languages coded by hues
╶ Clusters are easily observed
╶ Limitations

╶ Only allows comparison
among a handful of languages

╶ Occlusion of dots
╶ Computationally expensive

13https://labs.mapbox.com/education/thematic-map-types/dot-density/
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Demo Time!


